Over the past year, our lives changed drastically. COVID-19 became a global issue, the world hit the pause button, and suddenly the places we once frequented shut their doors. Close human contact was strongly discouraged and in a matter of weeks the faces we saw in person were stacked and tiled on a computer screen.

For the people we serve at Tierra, the impact of COVID-19 cannot be put into words. For those with developmental disabilities, it becomes increasingly important to establish trust, develop relationships, and set a consistent schedule. When those components are impacted, the consequences can be devastating. But the people we serve do not cave. They move forward. The greatest lesson we have learned throughout this pandemic is our unique services can absolutely be provided both virtually and in person.

Tierra has developed a broad array of eLearning opportunities for our associates to choose from. Six core teaching categories include Art, Career Exploration, Communication, Fitness, Special Interests, and Personal Development. A color-coded schedule and accessibility to up to 50 classes in one day, encourages associates to participate in multiple programs throughout the week.

(continued on next page)
In addition to our active eLearning schedule, Tierra’s incredible staff are reaching out to associates daily to make sure they are accessing their schedules and that each person served knows how to get into his/her desired classes.

All the while, we continue to support associates in person. As our partners begin to open their doors, many of our associates have returned to their jobs and volunteer sites. We’ve even celebrated Ravin Gentry being hired by Macy’s and Griselda Zamarripa being hired by Curacao.

As we redefine our future, and proceed further into the “new normal”, we continue to adhere to our values that concentrate on person-centeredness, passion, honesty, respect, and full engagement. Together, we know anything is possible.

Welcome New Board Member Tara Siener

It’s been one year since Tierra welcomed Tara Siener to its leadership team as a newly elected member of the Board of Directors.

“I think I’ve seen more of my fellow board members via zoom, than in person,” smiles Tara whose energy and enthusiasm is apparent, even in virtual settings.

“I love what Tierra not only stands for, but also how they do it. I have dealt with my own sets of limitations and know what an immeasurable gift it is to not only have amazing support and access to skills and resources, but to also be valued for everything that already exists inside.”

Tara is a prime example of an individual who has worked hard, achieved success, and elevated projects to their maximum potential.

A two-time Emmy Winning Executive Producer and six-time Nominee for Outstanding Reality Competition Program, Tara began her career on the iconic television series, Candid Camera. Through the course of the next 20+ years in the unscripted genre, she produced many benchmark shows such as Top Chef, Big Brother, Hell’s Kitchen, and Sugar Rush. Tara was also nominated for an Emmy for her role as Consulting Producer on Eat The World, with Emeril Lagasse.

“We are thrilled to have someone with such an exciting background join our Board”, states Tierra’s CEO, Rebecca Lienhard. “And, we look forward to seeing more of Tara’s creative skill set being shared with our associates and supporters.”
Sunny skies melted the frost on November 9th, allowing Tierra’s 13th Annual Golf Tournament at Sherwood Country Club to be a truly memorable day. Despite the challenges of COVID-19, golfers navigated Sherwood’s challenging course, while enjoying spectacular views and delicious food and beverages. While faces were covered and social distancing observed, smiling eyes and laughter proved this year’s tournament was a welcomed occasion for all.

We thank our generous sponsors, enthusiastic golfers, dedicated committee members and valued volunteers for supporting and participating in this significant fundraiser. It was a success that came to fruition because of everyone who made it possible.

Details for our 2021 tournament coming soon!
Q: Marlena, you’ve been so busy. Tell us what you have been working on these days.

A: “My art is doing great! I’ve been working in my home art studio. I have knitted hats and socks. I have many paintings and hook punch pieces I created in my eLearning sessions.”

Q: What are your greatest inspirations?

A: I’m inspired by the characters of Tim Burton, My Little Pony, the Loud House, and my own style. I love making art because I am really good at it.”

Q: Douglas, the colors you use in your works are incredible. Tell us more about that.

A: “I like how bright the colors are. They make people look at the artwork more. It makes the picture stand out. When people look at them, they like them.”

Q: What do you want people to know about your work?

A: “Some of my work takes a long time. When you see my work, you’re thinking, it must have taken him a long time to do that. Yes it did.”

For a closer look into the world of Tierra’s artists, check out our Artist Corner videos at tierradelsolgallery.org
in their colorful worlds
shops, taking and leading eLearning sessions, and so much more! Tierra Artists in Careers in the Arts program are unstoppable.

Artist
Chelsea Leninger

Artist Chelsea Leninger shares her work in a Zoom art share class, one of the many art-centric virtual classes Tierra offers each week to develop artists’ presentation skills and provide peer feedback on technique, composition, and presentation. Other classes include studio practice, digital art exercise, outsider art history, animal life drawing, hook punch with guest artist Karen Kimmel, painting with art mentors Laura & Lori, animation drawing, and more.

DriveWay Arts

This Fall, Tierra’s art studios launched DriveWay Arts - when you can’t get to the studios, our studios come to YOU! One of the first artists to participate in this mobile art experience is Helen Rae, whom we see here working from home. For many Tierra artists, DriveWay Arts bridges the in-person gaps that have resulted from the pandemic.

Tierra del Sol and the Academy of Special Dreams were contributing Community Partners in the Thirteen Annual Disability Art Exhibition presented by the City of Los Angeles Department of Disability. This exhibition highlights the artistic talents and abilities of children and adults with disabilities and seeks to promote access to artistic expression for those within the disability community and a means of self-employment.

Art in and of itself is important to develop creativity, adaptability, and self-expression but also provides a means to self-employment and independence.

Congratulations to Featured Tierra Artists:
Douglas Allen
Esmeralda Ballesteros
Anthony Barnes
Liane Kaino
Muluh C. Ningo
Samantha Roman
Abigail Simbana
Daeanaria Smith
Circle of Inspiration 2019-20 Annual Giving

Thank You to those who believe in the values, vision and mission of Tierra del Sol. Your exceptional generosity is a true reflection of your commitment to empowering all individuals with developmental disabilities to be accepted, valued and included.

VISIONARY
($50,000 plus)
John Gogian Family Foundation
QueensCare
The Rose Hills Foundation
S. Mark Taper Foundation
Weingart Foundation

INNOVATOR
($25,000 - $49,999)
The Ahmanson Foundation
Lon V. Smith Foundation

PARTNER
($10,000 - $24,999)
All Nations Church
Anonymous
The Brown Family*
CLA Foundation
Carrie Estelle Doheny Foundation
Janice Low & Calvin Eng
The Fanny & Svante Knistrom Foundation
Los Angeles County Board of Supervisors-Department of Arts and Culture
Karen & Patrick McClennen*
MUFG Union Bank Foundation
Muir Chase Foundation
Rebecca & Mike Quevedo*
Virginia Garcia Herrera Foundation
Wells Fargo

ADVOCATE
($5,000 - $9,999)
Bolton & Company
Edison
Joyca & Henry Harris
in memory of Clare Zeitlin*
Raul Huerta*
Jenny & Brian Lee
Mara W. Breech Foundation
Montrose Church – Because You Matter
Julia Pita – Disney VoluntEARS
and The Walt Disney Company Foundation
Marlys & Larry Sack*
School Sisters of Notre Dame
Sidney Stern Memorial Trust
Elisabeth & Mitt Stimson*
Technicolor Federal Credit Union
TDA Investment Group
Kim & Richard Villa
in honor of Ana Palacio
Heather & Kevin Yamashita

BENEFACCTOR
($2,500 - $4,999)
Bill Allen – Weingart Foundation
Alliance Data
Leonor & Thomas Anderson*
Megan Leigh & Richard A. Bendis
in honor of Karen Kimmel
Susan & Michael Blumenfeld*
Christa & Matt Chase
Jay & Grace Chase – in honor of Anna Cannella
Fred & June MacMurray Foundation
Greg & Shadie Eisenman
Caroline & Salvador Esparza*
First Entertainment Credit Union
Birdie & Dave Gilman*
Hamer Toyota
Hochman Salkin Toscher
Perez P.C.
Randall & Kay Hufl*
InteliGlas
Interior Removal Specialists
Laborers’ International Union of North America Local 1309
Matt Kamin & Philip Leclair
Catherine & Peter Koetters, MD
Rebecca & Ray Lienhard*
Christine Likes*
Elizabeth Likes*
Marc & Sharon Lithman*
Jan & Stephen Maseda*
MNZ Janitorial Services
Pat & Kevin Moore*
Walter M. Mosher Jr Foundation*
Alma & Stan Papalaukas
in honor of Alina Variakojis*
Pasadena-Foothills Association of REALTORS® Charitable Foundation
Anne Marie Rosenstein*
Tara Siener
The Jeanne Ward Foundation
Larry Wong*
Sharon Young*

PATRON
($1,500 - $2,499)
AmWINs
Bessolo Hawthor, LLP
Best, Best & Krieger
The Charitable Foundation Cigna
CLC Builders, Inc.
Tenise & Rocco Davis Foundation
Lindalee & Peter Freidenberger
Patti & Tel Gilroy*
Carol & Lloyd Harris*
Julie & Greg Hoeger
Morris Istrin in memoriam – Jewish Community Foundation Los Angeles
Image 2000
Laborers’ International Union Local #852
Mike’s Roofing
Morton H. Meyerson Family Foundation in honor of Karen Kimmel
Muir-Chase Plumbing
Off the Wall Floors, Inc.
Pacific Southwest Administrators
Philadelphia Insurance Companies
ProAngela Media
Rountree Glass
Jo Anne & William A. Sadler
Kevin Schaffels*
Southern California District Council of Laborers
The Stoutland Family
Molly & Charles Thayer
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
Valley Presbyterian Hospital
Lisa VanLanduyt
Michelle & Frank Vega*
Mary & Robert Villar*
John Waid*
Walmart Giving
Karen & Tom Zimmerman

FRIEND
($1,000 - $1,499)
Anonymous

IN-KIND CONTRIBUTORS
($2,500 and above)
AT&T
Benevity Community Impact Fund
Gary & Leonor Bjorklund
Karla & Thyrza Boeckmann*
Bud & Althea Brown*
Merrilyn & James Brown*
Greg & Jeanne Buesing
California Community Foundation
Coca Cola Bottling Company
Alyssa Degen in memoriam
First Lutheran Lighthouse Church of Northridge
Cathy & Jim Galanneau*
Rebecca Hamm & David Brock
Suzi & Phil Hoge
Dagny Hollander
Michael & Ann Lahn
Landegeer Baron Law Group
Lincoln-Moody Properties, LLC
Los Angeles Trial Lawyers’ Charities
Margaret & Dwayne Lunsford*
Raquel, Eric & Kadence McClennen*
Lynn McVay
Lorena McWilliams*
MD Appliance
Sally & Tom Meersman*
Sally Metry
Katie & Steve Miller*
Network for Good
Trudy & Greg Riggen
Barbara Rostand
Patricia & Michael Smith*
Sister Harriet Stellen in memoriam
Lauren Leigh & Kyle Stoutland
Shirley Sydow*
Tal & Matt Taylor
Andrew Weeden – Wells Fargo Advisors
Susan Amalia West*
Harry & Marina Wong

* Founding Circle of Inspiration Members
This past year, Tierra’s Legacy of Love welcomed Bud & Althea Brown, Larry & Marlys Sack, and in memoriam, Sarah Eisner. We are grateful to each of these longtime Tierra supporters who have made a generous commitment through a planned gift to ensure Tierra’s mission continues now and for generations to come.

BUD & ALTHEA BROWN

“Having been involved with Tierra for over 40 years, as a Board Member, Chair, volunteer, and advocate, I know firsthand that Tierra takes excellent care of its clients. And, I’m confident that the planned gift, my wife, Althea, and I make, will be used to take care of the needs of the people Tierra serves. They are the heart of this wonderful organization and we are happy to be able to help.”

LARRY & MARLYS SACK

“Tierra has always been there for our daughter, Maria, and our family. We felt it was important to know that they will be there for her even after we’re gone,” shares Marlys and Larry Sack, whose daughter joined Tierra over 26 years ago.

“Putting Tierra in our estate plan gives us peace of mind that Maria will continue to be surrounded with people who truly care about her and her well being.”

SARAH EISNER

Sarah Eisner, mother of longtime Tierra client, Ruth, remembered Tierra in her will, with a planned gift to say thank you for the 20 years of care and support her daughter received.

Ruth Eisner was full of life and loved Tierra. You could see it in her smile every day when she got off the bus and arrived at the Sunland Campus. She had a big personality and made almost everyone who knew her laugh. While Ruth spent many years on Tierra’s campus, she surprised everyone with how well she did when she began integrated employment at the North Valley YMCA. Being out in the community and socializing with those who weren’t her peers, truly helped her excel. She took tremendous pride in her work and was a shining example of what someone with a disability is capable of accomplishing, when given the opportunity.

For more details on joining Tierra’s Circle of Inspiration or Legacy of Love, contact Cathy Galarneau at (818) 540-5296 or cgalarneau@tierradelsol.org
Congratulations to Julie Snyder, who was appointed to Governor Newsom’s LA County Intellectual and Developmental Disability/Aging Work Group.

As Tierra’s Life Planner and Aging Specialist, Julie played an instrumental role in composing “Input on the California Master Plan on Aging: Barriers and Recommendations to Ensure Adults with Developmental Disabilities can Access Aging Services.”

To read the full article, visit Tierra’s blog on tierradelsol.org

Need help with Late Life Planning details? Contact Julie at jsnyder@tierradelsol.org

We wish you and your family a wonderful holiday season, and we remain hopeful that 2021 will bring us health, prosperity, and opportunities to continue moving forward and relish in possibility and innovation.